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Introduction 

The SIPS accessory, which was introduced in December 1994, was the first practical
dilution system for flame AA to provide calibration from a single standard and fast,
on-line dilution of over range samples. A few simple procedures, outlined in this
information sheet, ensure reliable and productive operation of this accessory. 

The Agilent SIPS pump tubing is manufactured from a composite material known as
Santoprene. The pump tubing commonly used on VGA and ICP pumps is a single-
mix polymer. All types of pump tubing, but especially composite tube materials, can
sometimes show signs of "spalling" under normal operation. This is a variable
effect in which very small particles of the tubing material break away. If severe
spalling occurs, these particles can stick together and cause blockage of the 
nebulizer. 

Spalling occurs in various degrees with all peristaltic pump tubing manufactured
from composite materials. It is not unique to SIPS. 
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Use Only Agilent-Supplied SIPS Pump
Tubing 

It is recommended that SIPS users obtain their pump tubing
from Agilent only. Agilent supplied pump tubing is guaranteed
to achieve our specified performance and this minimizes
batch to batch variations. As with graphite tubes, individual
batches of pump tubes are tested to ensure satisfactory oper-
ation. Only those batches passing our tests are accepted.
Stretching and other problems have been noted with tube
batches sampled from a range of vendors. 

Determine the Correct Arm Pressure 

When the SIPS is first installed, the user must determine the
optimum arm pressure setting for that particular unit. This
setting does vary from one SIPS unit to another. By optimizing
the arm pressure setting, tube life is maximized and the opti-
mum pumping efficiency is achieved. 

In practice, this calibration does not have to be repeated
when new tubes are installed as there is little variation from
one batch of tubes to another. 

The procedure need only be repeated if the SIPS unit is
repaired or changed (for example, if a SIPS-10 is upgraded to
a dual pump SIPS-20). 

Condition the Pump Tubing

Before each use of a new pump tube, the pump tubing should
be cleaned and conditioned, using the following procedure.
Briefly, a dilute detergent solution (such as a 1% solution
(mass/volume) of Triton X-100) is pumped through the tube
for 15 minutes. Then distilled water is pumped for 30 minutes
to rinse it. Once this time has elapsed, the SIPS unit is ready
for regular operation. 

If the pump tubing has been used previously, it is recom-
mended that before use of the SIPS, the pump tubing is re-
conditioned. This is achieved by pumping a solution of 0.01 %
Triton X-100 (mass/volume) through the tube for 15 minutes.
This procedure can be completed while waiting for the hollow
cathode lamp and the burner to warm-up and stabilize. Once
this time has elapsed, the SIPS unit is ready for regular
operation. 

The Effect of Spalling 

The symptom of severe spalling is an initial increase in the
absorbance followed by a decrease as the nebulizer capillary
becomes increasingly blocked. A totally blocked nebulizer will
cause the sample to be pumped into the diluent bottle thus
contaminating the diluent. Sometimes the blockage may clear
without intervention. 

The extent of the blockage can depend on the nature of the
solutions being pumped. It has been found that very dilute
solutions are more likely to induce spalling and block the neb-
ulizer than are concentrated solutions. 

Why Use Composite Materials? 

Composite materials produce long-wearing tubes that have
consistent performance. Spalling usually has no noticeable
effect. Some formulations, however, display a higher level of
spalling. Naturally these are not recommended for use with
SIPS. 

Achieving Reliable SIPS Operation 

There are four easy steps required to minimize spalling
effects and to achieve reliable operation. These are: 

1. Use only Agilent-supplied SIPS pump tubing 

2. Determine, and use the correct arm pressure for each
unit 

3. Condition new pump tubes, and re-condition (used) tubes
before a run

4. Add a detergent to the diluent

A brief summary of these procedures follow. The complete
procedures are outlined in publication no. 85-101710-00,
which is supplied with all batches of pump tubes. 
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Add a Detergent 

To minimize nebulizer blockage from spalling, it is recom-
mended that all SIPS users add Triton X-100 (a readily avail-
able laboratory detergent) at a concentration of 0.01%
(mass/volume) to the Rinse and Make-up (Diluent) solutions.
The Triton X-100 evidently alters the surface of the particles
so that the particles do not stick together, but pass through
the nebulizer and disappear in the flame. 

Summary 

The SIPS accessory offers real time-saving and cost-saving
benefits to users. Completing the simple procedures
described above ensures users can achieve the best perfor-
mance and the maximum benefit from their SIPS.  

For More Information

For more information on our products and services, visit our
Web site at www.agilent.com/chem
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